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587 Guanaba Creek Road, Guanaba, Qld 4210

Bedrooms: 4 Parkings: 6 Area: 4 m2 Type: Other

Ross Lukin
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CONTACT AGENT

Discover an exceptional property with space, elegance, and natural beauty on this breath-taking country estate, nestled

on a picturesque hill and embraced by a tranquil flowing creek that meanders through the property. Enjoy panoramic

views, manicured gardens, and an ambiance that exudes tranquillity. Welcome to "feather fields" named after the

abundant birdlife and rolling green spaces. The main residence boasts four spacious bedrooms with walk-in robes and

ensuite bathrooms, complemented by open-plan living spaces featuring a gas fireplace and high-end finishes throughout.

A chef's kitchen, Smeg appliances, butler's pantry, gas stovetop, zip taps with sparkling water and integrated fridges.

Modern and stylish, the interiors strike a perfect balance between luxury and natural surroundings.Entertain effortlessly

with on the large terrace overlooking the gardens. Features also include a private guest suite or media room, a walk-in

wine cellar, a bar area, and a sparkling waterfront pool. Outdoor enthusiasts can indulge in horse riding, tennis on the

illuminated court, BBQ gatherings, or relaxing by the freshwater swimming hole or resort-style pool.Conveniently located

just 10 minutes from Mt Tamborine cafes and 15 minutes from major shops and eateries, this estate offers a harmonious

blend of seclusion and accessibility. With the Gold Coast beaches a short 30-minute drive away, sun, sand, and surf

adventures are within easy reach.Across 12 acres of land, including 7 acres with the main house and amenities plus a 5

acre manicured flat paddock, this low-maintenance estate provides ample space for any horse or sports enthusiasts. A

fully enclosed shed, additional garages, and the potential for guest accommodation provide practicality and flexibility for

personalised use of the property.Don't miss the opportunity to own this extraordinary country estate where natural

beauty meets luxurious amenities.Schedule a viewing today and immerse yourself in nature, privacy, and serenity that

defines this remarkable property.Features:- Private flowing creek with freshwater swimming hole- Fully lit tennis court-

Resort-style pool- Bocce game court- Ducted heating and cooling with R32 system- Workshop shed and additional 2-car

garage- Potential guest accommodation- 4 car lock-up garage- 3-phase power supply- 2 x 30,000 tanks with new water

filters- Bio-cycle system- Electric entrance gatesInspection by appointment only.Disclaimer: Important Notice: We have

in preparing this information used our best endeavours to ensure that the information contained herein is true and

accurate. Prospective buyers should make their own enquiries to satisfy themselves as to its accuracy. Although high

standards have been used in the preparation of this document, no legal responsibility can be accepted by LJ Hooker

Ashmore or any loss or damage resulting from the content or the use of this information. Any photographs show only

certain parts of the property as it appeared at the time they were taken. Areas, amounts, measurements, distances and all

other numerical information is approximate only.


